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Fundamentals
Teaching New Phrases

 Along with excellent pronunciation and neat hand-writing, one of the cen-
tral tenets of the PLS program is that our students comprehend what they’re 
saying.
 It is entirely possible for young children to memorize and rattle off long, 
impressive-sounding sentences, without having the faintest clue what any of it 
means—and therefore being unable to use the phrase except when prompted 
to do so by a teacher or classroom routine.
 It is also possible that, even if they know the meaning of a phrase as a 
whole and can use it as-is, they may not understand the constituent words, 
which means they will be unable to substitute new words to create new phrases 
in the same pattern.
 If we spend a few minutes of class time to teach the meaning of abstract 
phrases, and spot-check comprehension weekly, students will be able to learn 
and retain new phrases and words meaningfully, improving their vocabulary, 
comprehension, communicative ability, and flexibility with new language.

Procedure

 The guiding principle in teaching students new abstract phrases is that, at 
every stage, children are prompted to demonstrate understanding by translat-
ing to Japanese before they repeat the English. (Translation is never neces-
sary for concrete ideas that can be expressed with e.g. picture cards; but it is 
essential for abstractions.)

 1. Model the English. (You may wish to repeat several times.) The students 
listen carefully but do not repeat.

 2. The students give the Japanese translation of the entire sentence and 
the individual words or phrases within it. (Or, at higher levels, students 
may explain using alternative English expressions.) Do not proceed to 
the next steps until all have correctly translated or paraphrased.

 3. Model the English once more. The students repeat in unison. 

 4. Give appropriate feedback and repeat step 3 until all students can say the 
phrase with correct pronunciation, intonation, clarity and smoothness.

 5. Assign the phrase for homework (PLS Click or Rank CD), if available.

 Follow this plan (teacher gives English input, students give unison Jap-
anese translation, teacher repeats English input, students give unison Eng-
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lish output) for all components of the activity. (For example, in Enterquest, 
do this for both a question and its possible answers. In Peer Talk, teach the 
above, plus the ‘counter-question’, e.g. “What’s yours?”) When teaching how 
to answer questions, model common, anticipated answers and solicit individual 
ones, quickly assisting with the latter. Finally, kids should repeat the whole 
English sequence (without translation or a model from the teacher).

 We use the above procedure to teach students new sentences for several 
PLS activities: Enterquest, Peer Greeting and Peer Talk, Speak ’n Sit, and 
Parting Lines. It can also be used with flash cards (e.g., teaching present pro-
gressive sentences for verb cards). For activities where we can monitor each 
student’s performance (e.g., Parting Lines), a new phrase can be taught, then 
immediately used in the activity. For pair-work activities (e.g. Peer Talk), it is 
best to practice a new phrase for at least two weeks before cutting kids loose 
to use it in pairs. 

Spot-Checking

 You’ve taught a new Enterquest question, elicited translations of the whole 
question and the individual words, taught English phrases for individual an-
swers, and had the students practice saying the whole sequence till their near-
perfect pronunciation and intonation was music to your ears. Pat yourself on 
the back: job done! 

 Not so fast! The struggle has just begun—don’t allow yourself to fall into 
one of the many pitfalls that beset less-effective teachers. You see, just be-
cause the students continue to pronounce the phrase near-perfectly in sub-
sequent weeks doesn’t mean they’ve memorized the meaning of what they’re 
saying. We have seen plenty of real, live examples of students who can con-
tinue to produce words, the meanings of which they have long forgotten.

 Check student comprehension every week.

 We don’t need to check each student on every word in every activity, 
but we will do checks regularly enough that students get used to, and expect, 
comprehension-checking to be a regular part of their classes, motivating them 
to pay careful attention to and memorize the meanings—not just the mouth-
movements—of all new words and phrases they learn.


